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Abstract

A QoS-optimal service balances reliability, execution cost, and latency to satisfy
application requirements. In emerging distributed environments, with their unre-
liable and resource-scarce mobile/IoT devices, it is hard but essential to optimize
the QoS of mobile services. Fortunately, these environments are characterized by
ever-growing equivalent functionalities that satisfy the same requirements by dif-
ferent means. The combined execution of equivalent microservices has been used
to improve QoS (e.g., majority voting for accuracy, speculative parallelism for
latency, and failover for reliability). These executions are commonly described
as workflow patterns, crude-grained recurring interactions across microservices
within a service. However, as the number of equivalent microservices grows, apply-
ing a crude-grained pattern may cause severely unbalanced QoS, while nesting
these patterns is convoluted to implement and expensive to maintain. In this arti-
cle, we introduce a novel workflow meta-pattern for defining fine-grained workflow
patterns that describe QoS-optimal combined executions of equivalent microser-
vices. The meta-pattern employs a domain-specific algebraic expression to specify
the invocation sequences of equivalent microservices, and a Boolean function to
determine whether to terminate the execution. To evaluate the applicability of
our meta-pattern, we build a Scala functional programming library, by which we
further develop edge computing and cognitive service applications. Our exper-
iments show that applying our meta-pattern to define such workflow patterns
saves programmer effort, while the resulting patterns effectively improve the QoS
of distributed applications.
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1 Introduction

The number of IoT devices has grown from 15 billion in 2015 to 26 billion in 2020,
and is predicted to reach 75 billion in 2025 [1]. Instead of uploading raw sensor data
to the cloud for processing, the emerging paradigm of edge computing [2] processes
these data at the edge of the network to produce information that drives the exe-
cution of co-located applications. To facilitate the implementation of applications in
this domain, the service/microservice oriented architecture (SOA) exposes the sens-
ing and computing capabilities of edge-based mobile and IoT devices as services or
microservices [3–6].

One of the major challenges in provisioning mobile services is achieving QoS-
optimality [7, 8]. Because edge and IoT environments are less dependable than
traditional cloud environments, mobile services are often unreliable and untrustwor-
thy. When it is mobile and energy-harvesting devices that provide edge resources,
the resulting services become vulnerable to partial failure and low reliability [7, 8].
Besides, operated in physically unprotected environments, devices can be compromised
to report false information, so the services they provide become untrustworthy [9].
Moreover, the resource constraints of these devices render their services more sensitive
to execution cost and latency.

The microservice architecture isolates business functionalities into fine-grained
building blocks [10], and applies workflow patterns [11] to assemble the resulting
microservices into services. Microservices are considered equivalent if they satisfy the
same requirements by different means (e.g., authenticating a user via a password,
biometrics, SMS, or touchscreen patterns). The reliability and trustworthiness of
mobile services can be improved by exploiting the combined execution of equivalent
microservices [12, 13].

Workflow patterns describe common execution strategies that solve recurrent
problems in process-oriented applications. Workflow patterns that describe combined
executions of equivalent microservices include failover, speculative parallel, and major-
ity voting. These workflow patterns provide the same functionality, while enhancing
certain QoS characteristics (e.g., speculative parallelism for performance, failover for
reliability, and majority voting for trustworthiness). However, intended for a small
number of equivalent microservices, these workflow patterns’ crude-grained execution
strategies cannot achieve optimal QoS for larger microservice numbers. For example,
consider improving accuracy: with up to several equivalent microservices, majority
voting improves accuracy without incurring unreasonable microservice usage fees.
However, with a larger number of equivalent microservices, their combined usage fees
can become prohibitive.

As compared to coarse-grained patterns, fine-grained patterns can balance QoS
characteristics better. For example, to better balance cost and accuracy as compared
to majority voting, some equivalent microservices can be executed first, with their
results’ coherence examined to determine whether to execute the remaining ones [13];
to improve reliability while controlling for costs, approximation algorithms are applied
to discover optimal execution strategies [14].
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However, fine-grained workflow patterns are hard and error-prone to express,
implement, and maintain. Customizing workflow patterns in general-purpose program-
ming languages is tedious, as it requires synchronizing multi-threaded execution and
data exchanges. A fine-grained pattern can also be formed by nesting crude-grained
patterns, but this approach suffers from several drawbacks: 1) some fine-grained pat-
terns need to access the execution results of all constituent microservices, while some
crude-grained patterns may not output their intermediate results; 2) nesting work-
flow patterns is hard to express and understand (i.e., to elucidate a nested workflow
pattern, workflow expressions are accompanied by flow charts [15]).

This article introduces a workflow meta-pattern that declaratively specifies fine-
grained workflow patterns for the combined execution of equivalent microservices. In
particular, our meta-pattern describes a fine-grained workflow pattern as 1) an alge-
braic expression that denotes the invocation sequences of equivalent microservices and
2) a Boolean function that determines whether to terminate the execution. To demon-
strate how our meta-pattern can concisely and flexibly express the combined execution
of equivalent microservices on different programming platforms, we implemented it
as a Scala library, and further integrated the resulting workflow patterns into realis-
tic mobile services. We evaluated these integrations to determine how effectively our
approach optimizes the QoS of mobile services and how much programmer effort it
requires as compared to the state of the art.

The contribution of this article is three-fold:
(1) We introduce a meta-pattern for declaratively specifying fine-grained patterns
that describe the combined execution of equivalent microservices to improve QoS.
(2) We concretely implement our meta-pattern in Scala to provide programming
support for composing QoS-optimal mobile services.
(3) We apply our reference implementation to compose practical mobile services and
empirically evaluate their QoS characteristics in dissimilar execution environments.
Our evaluation shows that our design can be effectively reified to address some of the
most pertinent problems in emerging applications, both enhancing various distributed
execution properties and saving programmer effort.

The rest of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the background
of this article and Section 3 demonstrates usage examples of fine-grained combined
execution of equivalent microservices. Section 4 introduces the design of our meta-
pattern. Section 5 details how we implement our design and apply it to engineer novel
mobile services, as well as our empirical evaluation. Section 6 compares our approach
with existing works. Section 8 concludes.

2 Background

We introduce workflow patterns as well as mobile and IoT services, background
required to understand our contribution.

2.1 Workflow Patterns

In SOA, workflow patterns serve as basic building blocks. Based on their application
targets, workflow patterns divide into multiple categories: control flow, resource, data,
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and error handling patterns. We use the following control flow [16] to introduce a meta-
pattern for generating fine-grained workflows for the combined execution of equivalent
microservices:

• XOR Split: connects to multiple microservices that can be invoked. Only one
branch executes given a condition.

• AND Split: connects to multiple microservices that can be invoked, with all
branches executing in parallel.

• AND Join: connects from multiple microservices; the following process continues
only upon receiving all results.

• Cancelling Discriminator: connects from multiple microservices; the follow-
ing process continues upon receiving any result, with the remaining branches
terminated.

• Cancelling Partial Join (a.k.a, M-out-of-N join): connects from N microservices;
the following process continues upon receiving M results, with the remaining
branches terminated.

2.2 Equivalent Microservices and their Combined Execution

Equivalent microservices satisfy the same requirements by different means. In this
work, we assume that equivalent microservices share the same invocation interface
(i.e., signature) and input/output parameters.

Several well-known workflow patterns describe the combined execution of equiva-
lent microservices. As shown in Fig. 1, failover [17] improves reliability by switching to
equivalent microservices upon failure; speculative parallel execution [12, 18] executes
multiple equivalent microservices simultaneously and uses the first result to improve
both reliability and latency; majority voting [19, 20] compares the execution results
of multiple equivalent microservices and outputs the most likely result to improve
trustworthiness.

2.3 Mobile and IoT services

As edge computing technologies evolve, mobile and IoT services become possible [21,
22]: mobile and IoT devices at the edge expose their sensing and computing capabilities
as services, accessed by nearby client devices.

Equivalent microservices are common in mobile environments: 1) recognizing facial
images using services provided by different vendors [13]; 2) authenticating users by
means of a password, biometrics (fingerprint, iris or facial image), SMS, or touchscreen
patterns [23–26]; 3) detecting atmospheric particulate matter value (PM2.5) by reading
from a portable PM2.5 sensor, estimating from images [27, 28], or invoking the web
service of the nearest environmental station; detecting crowds by reading a weight
sensor, recognizing persons from the area’s camera image[29], using an entrance-exit
counting device, or counting WiFi beacons[30], or using modern smartphones[31].

When provisioning mobile services, QoS-optimality is hard to achieve [7, 8]. The
mobility and diversified ownership of these devices lead to low reliability and trustwor-
thiness. The combined execution of equivalent microservices can improve these QoS
characteristics. However, compared with web service composition, mobile services pose
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Fig. 1 Combined Execution of Equivalent Microservices A, B, and C

two unique challenges: 1) the variety and number of equivalent mobile services are
significantly larger as compared with web services, as data-rich mobile environments
feature multiple ways to satisfy the same requirement while microservices provided
by different mobile devices are also considered equivalent [32]; 2) mobile services are
provided in resource-constrained environments, rendering them more in need of QoS
optimality. In the next section, we demonstrate by example how a larger number of
equivalent microservices requires a fine-grained workflow pattern to optimize service
QoS.

3 Motivating Scenario

Authentication, expression analysis, and emotion recognition rely on detecting and
locating faces in images and videos. Facial detection is provided as web services by
different vendors and as deployable mobile services [13]. However, none of these equiv-
alent microservices is 100% accurate, as the quality of input images and videos affect
the accuracy of these functionalities [33]. To improve accuracy, the majority voting
pattern has been applied [34], which executes all alternatives simultaneously, and waits
till receiving all results to determine the final output. We use facial detection as an
example to demonstrate how fine-grained patterns improve overall QoS as compared
with majority voting and the problems in constructing such patterns.

3.1 Fine-Grained Patterns for Optimizing QoS

Alas, majority voting improves accuracy at the expense of increasing execution latency
and cost: the additional latency is incurred by the necessity to wait for those microser-
vices that takes longer to execute, while the additional cost is incurred by the necessity
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to invoke all equivalent microservices. In the presence of equivalent microservices whose
execution latency or cost is unusually high, a more fine-grained workflow pattern can
better optimize the QoS of the combined execution of equivalent microservices.

To demonstrate how fine-grained workflow patterns work, we denote three equiv-
alent microservices as “A”, “B”, and “C”. To increase accuracy while reducing the
overall execution latency, example pattern 1 executes “A”, “B”, and “C” simulta-
neously, and terminates upon receiving two coincident results. If the first two results
are the same, the execution can terminate without waiting for the third result, which
could incur unusually high latency. To increase accuracy while reducing the over-
all cost, example pattern 2 first executes “A” and “B” simultaneously, and waits
for both of their results. If “A” and “B” return the same result, output it as final;
otherwise, execute “C” and output the results agreed upon by any two microservices.

3.2 Problems with Expressing Fine-Grained Patterns

Start AND
Split

Eqv MS A

Eqv MS B

Eqv MS C

Canceling
Partial Join End

(a) Fine-grained Pattern 1: Optimized for Latency Efficiency

Result
Process

condition: x% of results are consistent

Start AND
Split

Eqv MS A

End

(b) Fine-grained Pattern 2: Optimized for Cost Efficiency
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Join

XOR
Split Eqv MS C

Start AND
Split
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Succeed

Eqv MS D

AND
Join

XOR
Split

Eqv MS B

Eqv MS C

80% Results are Coincident

AND
Split

Eqv MS E

Eqv MS H

AND
Join

Eqv MS F

Eqv MS G

XOR
Split

80% Results are Coincident

Fail

(c) Fine-grained Pattern 3: 8 Equivalent Microservices

Fig. 2 Fine-grained Combined Execution of Microservices A, B, and C
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Fig. 2 demonstrates how workflow constructs can express the aforementioned
fine-grained patterns. For the pattern in Fig. 2.a, we change the semantics of the stan-
dard construct “M-out-of-N join” from “terminating upon receiving M results from
N branches” to “terminating upon a certain condition,”, i.e., “two received results
coincide” in our case.

Although standard pattern constructs can fully support the pattern in Fig. 2.b,
the required number and complexity of workflow constructs would be much higher
than in the standard majority voting pattern. As the number of equivalent microser-
vices grows, expressing such patterns would become unwieldy. For example, example
pattern 3 can be: for 8 equivalent microservices, execute every four in a row, and con-
tinue to execute the next row of four microservices only if less than “80%” of previous
results coincide. It takes 6 workflow constructs to express this pattern, while the con-
dition of “80% of all results coincide” needs to be repeated twice (Fig. 2.c). To make
things worse, the “XOR split” needs the execution results of all equivalent microser-
vices to determine the next step, while these results serve as intermediate information
and are not exposed to these external “XOR split” constructs.

The necessity to change the semantics and data access of basic workflow constructs
makes nesting workflow constructs tedious and error-prone, while unwieldy nested
workflow patterns are hard to understand and maintain. These shortcomings motivate
the need for dedicated programming support for the fine-grained combined execution
of equivalent microservices.

4 Meta-pattern Design and Implementation

To express and manage the combined execution of equivalent microservices, we design
a meta-pattern that generates workflow patterns with the following properties:
1. Applicable to microservices that are equivalent;
2. The generated workflow shares the same input and output with its constituent

microservices, thus providing the same functionality;
3. Compared with its constituent microservices, the generated workflow improves

at least one QoS characteristic.
In the rest of this section, we introduce the syntax, semantics, design rationale, and
visualization of our meta-pattern, as well as its applicability and runtime support.

4.1 Meta-Pattern Syntax and Semantics

Formally, the meta-pattern expresses a pattern as a triple m =< θ, ζ, ω >:
• θ: a set of equivalent microservices;
• ζ: an invocation sequence, an expression that denotes the complete execution
order of the equivalent microservices;

• ω: a terminating condition, a Boolean function that takes as input the receive
results of microservices’ executions and outputs whether to terminate the
workflow execution.

For example, the workflow pattern in Fig. 2.b can be expressed by Fig. 3. It
describes a sequence of “executing A and B in parallel first (i.e., A ∗ B), and then
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C (i.e., −C)”, which can be short-circuited upon reaching the condition: the mostly
agreed upon result should reach at least 60% of all received votes.

1 m_1=< θ = (A, B, C),
2 ζ = A*B-C,
3 ω = mostVotedResult.votes/totalVotes>=0.6 >

Fig. 3 Meta-Pattern for Expressing Fine-Grained Pattern 2

An invocation sequence is expressed by a set of equivalent microservices and the
operators connecting them into an expression. The binary operators − and ∗ denote
a sequential and a parallel execution, respectively. For example, given two equiva-
lent microservices a and b, a − b expresses that the microservices are to be executed
in sequence from left to right, while a ∗ b expresses that the microservices are to
be executed in parallel. Notice that because the − and ∗ operators take equivalent
microservices as their operands, the traditional built-in operator precedence is slightly
altered. For example, for the invocation sequence a− b ∗ c, a is executed first; then b
and c are executed in parallel. The parentheses operators denote that the invocation
sequence inside a pair of parentheses is considered as one equivalent microservice. For
example, a∗ b− c means to execute a and b in parallel first and then c, while a∗ (b− c)
means to treat b− c as an equivalent microservice, and execute a and b− c in parallel.
Fig. 4 gives the EBNF grammar of an invocation sequence.

1 invokeSeq(ζ) ::= f|(f)|f-f|f*f, ∀f ∈ θ

Fig. 4 EBNF Definition for Invocation Sequence Specification

An invocation sequence can terminate at different points between runs. In the
example in Fig. 3, “C” would be executed only of “A” and “B” return different results.
Terminating conditions control such variability across runs.

4.2 Design Considerations

Our meta-pattern for the combined execution of equivalent microservices describes
a workflow pattern as an invocation sequence of microservices that is short-circuited
upon reaching a specified condition. Two observations inform our design:
1. For the combined execution of equivalent microservices, different terminating con-

ditions determine which QoS characteristic to enhance, while different invocation
sequences determine how to balance the remaining QoS characteristics. Common
terminating conditions include: any results is received (to enhance reliability)
and the received results coincide (to enhance trustworthiness). The equivalent
microservices are executed either in parallel or in sequence; the parallel execution
incurs additional cost but shortens latency, and the sequential execution is vice
versa. To optimize service QoS, one can vary the terminating conditions and the
invocation sequences of equivalent microservices.

2. An invocation sequence cannot be altered, only continued or discontinued. The
generated patterns only apply to equivalent microservices, so a microservice’s
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result cannot serve as a control flow condition that determines which microser-
vice to execute next. Hence, an invocation sequence is expressed with no control
flow constructs, with “-” and “*” denoting sequential and parallel invocations,
respectively.

It has become common to use the “|” and “→” operators to express paral-
lel and sequential execution, respectively [35]. In our design, we intentionally avoid
using the same operators to express the parallel or sequential execution of equivalent
microservices that can be short-circuited. Besides, based on our definition of equiva-
lent microservices (i.e., all microservices take the same input and generate the same
output), workflow patterns specified by our meta-pattern coordinate the execution of
equivalent microservices that share the same input and output parameters. Hence, the
algebraic expressions exclude invocation parameters.

4.3 Runtime Support for Executing Patterns

Executing the workflow patterns specified by our meta-pattern requires dedicated
runtime support. The flowchart in Fig.5 explains the execution logic for this runtime
support:

• S0: to start executing, a workflow pattern receives input parameters and then
transitions to state S1, “execute next equivalent microservices”.

• S1: based on ζ, determine which microservices to execute next and initialize them,
transitioning to state S2, “waiting for any results to be returned”.

• S2: wait to receive any microservice execution result or for the overall execution to
timeout. Upon timeout, transition to the“failure” state. Upon receiving a result,
persist it with the other microservice execution results, transition to state S3,
“applying the terminating condition.”

• S3: apply the terminating condition ω, output a Boolean value indicating whether
to terminate the execution. If true, transition to the final state,“success and prun-
ing”, which terminates all unfinished microservices and outputs the final result;
Otherwise, transition to state S4, “checking whether there is any microservice
running.”

• S4: If no microservices are still running, transition to state S5, “checking if the
invocation sequence has reached the end;” otherwise, transition to state S1.

• S5: check if there are still microservices in ζ waiting to be executed. If true,
transition to state S0; otherwise, transition to the “failure” state.

5 Reference Implementation and Evaluation

We implement our meta-pattern design as a Scala library for functional programming.
We demonstrate that the meta-pattern is expressive enough to generate fine-grained
workflows that enhance the performance of mobile/IoT services. Our evaluation
shows that compared with crude-grained patterns, the generated fine-grained patterns
improve the overall QoS.
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Fig. 5 Runtime Support for Executing Generated Patterns

5.1 Reference Implementations

The Scala-based reference implementation (Scala SDK 2.12.8) comprises approxi-
mately 870 lines of code (ULOC). To allow any set of functions with the same signature
to represent equivalent microservices, the library features a generic function container
and an invocation sequence class. Each constituent function is wrapped into a container
object, whose operators - and * are overloaded to generate an invocation sequence.
The Scala compiler checks if all functions forming an invocation sequence share the
same signature. An invocation sequence sets its terminating condition by calling the
terminate method, and executes the equivalent functions by calling the overridden
apply method, returning a mapping of (functionName, executeResult).

We observe that an invocation sequence naturally maps into a tree structure that
can serve as its runtime representation. The tree structure’s nodes have three types:
leaf, sequential, and parallel. A leaf is an equivalent functionality. A sequential

node has its left and right children, and a parallel node has two or more child nodes.
Algorithm 1 explains how to implement the runtime using the tree structure.

To create and manage concurrency, our implementation uses the Future, Promise,
and concurrentMap APIs. A concurrent access protected key-value data structure
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Algorithm 1 Execute a Specified Meta-pattern

Input: p: execution parameter; < θ, ζ, ω >
Output: r: result
1: execute(ζ.root)
2: function execute(t:Tree)(Boolean)
3: switch t.Type do
4: case Leaf(v)
5: resultMap ← resultMap + (v.funcName, v.func(p))
6: return terminator.check(resultMap)

7: case SequentialNode(left, right)
8: if execute(left) then
9: return true

10: else
11: return execute(right)
12: end if
13: case ParallelNode(chidren)
14: fSet← ∅
15: for each c ∈ children do
16: fSet ← fSet + Future(execute(c))
17: end for
18: Wait any f ∈ fSet.Complete:
19: if f==True then
20: return True ▷ Early Termination
21: else if fSet.all.isCompleted then
22: return False
23: else
24: continue Wait
25: end if
26: end function

(resultMap) maps the completed equivalent functions and their results. A recursive
procedure starts from the tree structure’s root node, and returns true, as soon as the
terminating condition is fulfilled. Upon reaching a leaf node, its equivalent function
is executed, with the result stored in the key-value structure. All the stored results
are checked after each completed function if the pattern’s terminating condition has
been fulfilled (line 6). For a sequential node, its left node is executed first, followed
by executing its right node if the recursive procedure of its left node returns false.
For a parallel node, all child nodes are executed in parallel, and the parallel node
waits for the results of these recursive procedures. If any of the child nodes fulfills the
terminating condition and returns true, the parallel node returns true (line 20) and
the parallel execution is terminated without waiting for the other branches to com-
plete. Otherwise, it continues to wait, until all child nodes’ executions fail to fulfill
the terminating condition and return false. After the recursive procedure completes,
it returns the stored final results to the caller.

5.2 Applying Meta-Pattern to Mobile Service

We adopt the mobile services provisioning system model introduced in [36]. In par-
ticular, the system features a local gateway that collects the available microservices,
provided by mobile and IoT devices. For a given mobile service request with reliability,
trustworthiness, and QoS-optimality requirements [37], the gateway orchestrates the
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combined execution of equivalent microservices, provided by mobile and IoT devices,
which can be unreliable and untrustworthy [36].

5.2.1 Enhancing Service’s Accuracy

1 // invoke a web service:
2 def ibm(image:String):Boolean = {...}
3 def ms(image:String):Boolean = {...}
4 def face(image:String):Boolean = {...}
5 // invoke an edge service:
6 def dl(image:String):Boolean = {
7 val reg = new EdgeReg() //connect to an edge gateway
8 val edgeService = reg.query("deepLearningFaceDetection")
9 result = edgeService.execute(image)

10 }
11 def opencv(image:String):Boolean = {...}
12 // Specify equivalent microservices
13 val (e1, e2, e3, e4, e5) = (eqv(ibm), eqv(ms), eqv(face), eqv(dl),

eqv(opencv))
14 // Specify an invocation sequence
15 val seq = e4*e5 - e1*e2*e3
16 // Specify a terminating condition
17 seq.terminate(majorityVoting())
18 // Execute and process result
19 val result = seq(’img.jpg’).groupBy(_._2).maxBy(_._2.size)._1

Fig. 7 Specifying Mobile Service in Scala Library

To detect faces, developers can choose proprietary cloud services (IBM1,
Microsoft2, and Face++3) or deploy open-source libraries as edge services (deep
learning based4 and openCV Cascade classifier based5). Fig. 7 shows how with our
Scala library, a fine-grained workflow pattern that enhances service accuracy can
be implemented in 4 lines of code. Lines 1-11 implement microservices ibm, ms,

face, dl, opencv, taking a String (i.e., image file) and returning a Boolean (i.e., face
detected). Line 13 wraps them up in equivalent microservice containers. Line 15 uses
the overloaded operators to declare an invocation sequence, and Line 17 sets the ter-
minating condition for the invocation sequence. Line 19 executes the specified pattern

1https://www.ibm.com/watson/services/visual-recognition/
2https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/cognitive-services/face/
3https://www.faceplusplus.com/face-detection/
4https://github.com/ageitgey/face recognition
5https://docs.opencv.org/3.4/d1/de5/classcv 1 1CascadeClassifier.html
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Table 1 Facial Detection Microservices

id func cost latency (ms) accuracy
e1 IBM 400 95 0.918
e2 MS 100 74 0.737
e3 Face++ 50 96 0.898
e4 DL-based 2 56 0.642
e5 openCV-based 2 66 0.676

Table 2 QoS of Facial Detection Services

invocation sequence accuracy cost latency
Crude-grained Majority Voting 0.859 554 97
e4 ∗ e5 − e2 0.739 23 81
e4 ∗ e5 − e3 0.812 13 85
e1 ∗ e3 ∗ e5 0.908 452 95
e3 ∗ e5 − e1 0.908 110 110
e2 ∗ e3 − e1 0.939 311 134

with the input of “img.jpg” and obtains the execution result that is agreed by most
microservices.

5.2.2 Enhancing Service’s Reliability

Edge environments typically feature multiple sensors, whose input can be used to sat-
isfy the data requirements of an edge service. Consider a service that obtains ambient
temperature. Ambient temperature can be obtained by: 1) directly reading a local tem-
perature sensor (readTempSensor); 2) estimating based on the CPU temperature of an
edge computer [38] (estTemp); 3) reading from a web service based on the current loca-
tion (readLocationTemp). In most edge environments, the readTempSensor microservice
is first executed to provide a low-latency, low-cost, and accurate temperature reading.
However, if some microservices are unavailable in a given environment, estTemp and
readLocationTemp are executed next in parallel as fail-over to guarantee an acceptable
latency. Hence, we express the getTemp as readTempSensor-estTemp*getLocationTemp.

5.3 Performance Evaluation

5.3.1 Enhancing Accuracy

To verify how the generated workflow patterns work for the aforementioned application
scenario, we use the image dataset collected fromWiKi [33] as an alternative for human
labeling, in which each image contains a face. We deploy the edge services on a Dell
desktop with a i7-4790@3.6GHz processor and 16GB RAM. Table 1 shows the average
latency, accuracy, and cost of each equivalent microservice. The cost of invoking the
web services provided by IBM, Microsoft, and Face++ are $0.004, $0.001, and $0.0005
per request, respectively. Assuming the average electricity rate of $0.12 per kWh, and
the power supply of the experimental desktop of 0.65kW, the costs of microservices
become 400, 100, 50, 2, and 2, respectively.

Table 2 compares the QoS of crude-grained majority voting and fine-grained pat-
terns generated by our meta-pattern. We observe that: 1) the generated plan can be
extremely cost/latency efficient by first executing the two open source implementations
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deployed at the edge. Compared with invoking the IBM web service, the generated pat-
tern saves as much as 97% of the execution cost, while reducing the accuracy by 13%; 2)
the workflow pattern e3 ∗e5−e1 strikes a good balance between accuracy and cost. By
invoking a low-cost web service and an open-source implementation first, the execution
gains more accuracy than when using the two cost-efficient open-source implementa-
tions. Compared with invoking the IBM service, the generated pattern saves 72.5%
of execution cost, while the accuracy only decreases by 3.2%; 3) compared with the
crude-grained majority voting pattern, the generated patterns on average reduce the
cost by 67.6%, with less than 3% differences in accuracy and latency. This observation
confirms our motivation: fine-grained workflow patterns do optimize performance.

Table 3 QoS of Service “getTemp”

Pattern Invocation Sequence Reliability Latency Cost
Speculative Parallel e1 ∗ e2 ∗ e3 100% 56 ms 148
Fine-Grained e1 − e2 ∗ e3 99% 69 ms 74.5

5.3.2 Enhancing Reliability

The execution environment features a mobile device (Moto G6) that queries the “get-
LocationTemp” microservice, a temperature sensor (Raspberry Pi 3 and DS18B20)
for “readTempSensor”, and an edge server (ThinkCentre M900 Tiny) for “estTemp”.
The sensor is only available for 60% of all requests. We further set the cost for exe-
cuting each microservice to 50 points. Table 3 compares the reliability, latency, and
cost of the speculative parallel execution and the fine-grained workflow pattern. The
fine-grained pattern reduces the average latency by 49.7%, at the expense of 23.2%
additional latency, as compared with the speculative parallel workflow pattern.

6 Related Work

Most existing approaches related to systemically leveraging equivalence focus on pro-
gramming and system support for pre-defined execution strategies. For example,
Orc [35] provides abstractions for declaratively specifying the fail-over and speculative
parallel execution of two function units; NVP [39] introduces a programming model
to implement equivalent functions for parallel execution and processing their execu-
tion results with majority voting; Eureka [40] introduces a programming model that
supports speculative parallel execution; references [41] and [42] introduce several pre-
defined execution strategies that combine sequential and parallel execution strategies,
expressed as BPEL [43] or WSDL workflow constructs. However, these predefined
strategies only cover a limited portion of all possible execution strategies. Compared
with these approaches, the flexibility of our meta-pattern makes it possible to express
and execute any strategy.

Other approaches enable developers to implement the control logic for equivalent
execution but are often non-trivial and error-prone. For example, Baresi et al. [44]
introduce self-healing BPEL, for manually writing logic to control the execution of
equivalent services. Dino [45] provides semantic and runtime support for atomic tasks
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by creating and recovering from checkpoints, which ensures the stateless execution of
equivalent functionalities. Compared with these approaches, our meta-pattern enables
developers to concisely express equivalent execution.

Several studies of web service composition have observed that different execution
strategies of a set of equivalent services may lead to dissimilar execution charac-
teristics [14, 15, 20, 46]. Some of them provide system or algorithmic support for
approximating the sub-optimal execution strategies for a given set of QoS require-
ments. As the number of fine-grained patterns can get exponentially large, they cannot
be named explicitly, so these works express them by nesting basic workflow constructs,
which could be error-prone to express and hard to understand. For example, to express
an execution strategy for equivalent services, a tree graph was used [15].

Meta-patterns have been previously applied to scientific computing and exception
handling [47–49], as a flexible approach to express complicated workflow patterns [50].
However, existing meta-patterns include full control flow semantics for generality. To
the best of our knowledge, this article is the first to provide a meta-pattern tailored
for the combined execution of equivalent microservices, so the generated patterns can
provision QoS-optimal services in unreliable, untrustworthy, and cost/latency-sensitive
mobile/IoT environments.

7 Discussion

We envision that the applicability of our meta-pattern framework should extend to
large-scale application environments. Unfortunately, at the time of this writing, we
are unable to support this claim empirically, as we lack the computing and person-
nel resources required to obtain evaluation results from the field. Instead, we next
list several realistic domains that could benefit from our approach and discuss the
applicability of our design and its potential issues.
Smart Homes: encompass a wide array of devices and services designed to automate
and enhance various aspects of home living. For example,

• Home security systems, including smart locks, surveillance cameras, and alarm
systems, heavily rely on trustworthiness. Trustworthiness is crucial as home-
owners need to be able to trust that these systems effectively protect their
homes while maintaining privacy. In this case, the developer can develop multiple
equivalent intrusion detection microservices (e.g., camera-based, motion-based,
audio-based), and specify the termination condition of the meta-pattern as “give
a warning if any microservice returns true.” The termination condition also
improves the responsiveness of the system, as it sends alarms upon receiving the
first positive detection result. However, it also increases the chance of sending
false alarms, thus requiring that each microservice improve its accuracy.

• Voice Assistants: Devices like Amazon Echo or Google Home must incur min-
imal latency to provide a seamless interaction experience. Reliability is crucial
as users depend on assistants for various tasks, ranging from setting reminders
to controlling other smart home devices. To ensure the user’s voice command is
correctly captured, even in noisy environments or for users with speech differ-
ences, developers could invoke multiple voice translation web services and specify
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the termination condition as “when a majority of these approaches reach a con-
sensus.” However, the approach may incur additional costs. Hence, we plan to
extend this work by validating the results of equivalent microservices for a given
user, and dynamically selecting the microservice that best fits their context.

Autonomous Driving is a field in which the accuracy and latency of systems are of
paramount importance, particularly in applications such as detecting pedestrians. In
autonomous vehicles, the three primary technologies used for this purpose are Radar,
Lidar, and cameras. Each of these technologies has unique characteristics that affect
their performance in terms of accuracy and latency. In autonomous vehicles, these
technologies are often used in conjunction to compensate for each other’s weaknesses.
For instance, radar can detect objects in challenging weather conditions where cam-
eras and Lidar might struggle, while Lidar and cameras provide the detailed object
recognition necessary for complex urban environments. Developers can rely on our
meta-pattern to intuitively specify their combination in a fine-grained fashion, like
“using Camera and Lidar first, and switch to Radar if they both fail.”

To summarize, our meta-pattern can improve QoS for various applications while
saving programming effort. The framework should be feasible to deploy in realistic
settings, as it can orchestrate the execution of microservices built as standard Docker
images and as Android apps. Specifically, for Android classes, we incorporated a Java
reflection-based execution method, a concept we introduced and detailed in our earlier
work [51].

8 Conclusion

We have presented a meta-pattern that declaratively expresses fine-grained work-
flow patterns for the combined execution of equivalent microservices to improve QoS.
The meta-pattern declaratively specifies a fine-grained pattern as a set of equivalent
microservices, an invocation sequence, and a terminating condition. Our evaluation
demonstrates that our approach is expressive and effective, presenting a viable solu-
tion that helps conquer the complexity of reliable, accurate, and efficient execution in
distributed execution environments with scarce and unreliable resources.
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